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Abstract
Here we reveal that enzyme specific activity can be increased substantially by changing the
protein loading density (PLD) in functionalized nanoporous supports so that the enzyme
immobilization efficiency (Ie, defined as the ratio of the specific activity of the immobilized
enzyme to the specific activity of the free enzyme in solution) can be much higher than 100%.
A net negatively charged glucose oxidase (GOX) and a net positively charged
organophosphorus hydrolase (OPH) were entrapped spontaneously in NH2- and
HOOC-functionalized mesoporous silica (300 Å, FMS) respectively. The specific activity of
GOX entrapped in FMS increased with decreasing PLD. With decreasing PLD, Ie of GOX in
FMS increased from <35% to >150%. Unlike GOX, OPH in HOOC-FMS showed increased
specific activity with increasing PLD. With increasing PLD, the corresponding Ie of OPH in
FMS increased from 100% to >200%. A protein structure-based analysis of the protein surface
charges directing the electrostatic interaction-based orientation of the protein molecules in FMS
demonstrates that substrate access to GOX molecules in FMS is limited at high PLD,
consequently lowering the GOX specific activity. In contrast, substrate access to OPH
molecules in FMS remains open at high PLD and may promote a more favorable confinement
environment that enhances the OPH activity.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

S Supplementary data are available from stacks.iop.org/Nano/19/125102

1. Introduction

The specific activity of immobilized enzymes using conven-
tional immobilization supports such as sol–gel silica is usu-
ally lower than, or much lower than, that of the free en-
zymes in solution because of small pore sizes, non-open
pore structures and harsh immobilization conditions [1–6].
With rigid and open large pore structures and controllable
pore sizes, mesoporous silica can facilitate mass transport
of the enzyme substrate and product, and allow the en-
zyme to be spontaneously entrapped inside the mesopores
under neutral mild conditions. Recently, both unfunctional-
ized and functionalized mesoporous silica (UMS and FMS)
have been tested as new enzyme immobilization strate-
gies [7–15]. Han and Deere et al reported that the pH and
ionic strength of buffer solutions have a large effect on the
protein amounts immobilized because the electrostatic inter-

actions dominate between the enzymes and the mesoporous
surfaces [9, 10].

The positive charges of a protein are attributable to
a surplus of surface amino groups in lysines, arginines
and/or histidines, while the negative charges result from a
surplus of surface carboxylic groups in glutamates and/or
aspartates. Because amino groups and carboxyl groups
form a naturally electrostatic couple in aqueous solution,
one enzyme immobilization strategy can use the high affinity
of NH2- and HOOC-FMS to allow negatively charged and
positively charged enzymes respectively to be spontaneously
entrapped. Functional HOOC– and NH2– groups would offer
potential electrostatic, H-bond and hydrophilic interactions
with the charged amino acid residues of protein molecules.
Our previous work reported a dramatic increase of enzyme
loading in both enzyme activity and protein amount when
using NH2-FMS and HOOC-FMS in comparison with UMS
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Figure 1. TEM images of 300 Å UMS (A), and the corresponding 2% HOOC-FMS (B).

and normal porous silica [7, 8]. The results showed that
the electrostatic interaction, functionalization and mesoporous
nanostructures are paramount for enzyme entrapping [7, 8].
Our preliminary data indicated that enzyme specific activity
could be significantly affected by the protein loading density
in FMS [8].

By conventional immobilization methods, the activities of
the immobilized enzymes are obtained when the proteins are
loaded under saturating conditions [1–6]. Here we report that
the enzyme specific activities correlate with the protein loading
densities in FMS and how these correlations are governed by
the enzyme orientations in FMS.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Preparation of enzyme–FMS composites

Mesoporous silica (SBA-15) with 533 m2 g−1 surface area and
300 Å pore size, and the corresponding NH2-FMS and HOOC-
FMS were from the same batch prepared for the previous
work [7, 8, 16, 17]. In a typical preparation of mesoporous
silica with 300 Å pores, 12.0 g of Pluronic P-123 (MW =
5800) was dissolved in 2 M HCl solution (360 ml) at 40 ◦C.
Then 18.0 g of mesitylene and 25.5 g of tetraethylorthosilicate
(TEOS) were added to the milky solution and stirred for 18 h
at the same temperature. The mixture was transferred into a
Teflon-lined autoclave and heated up to 100 ◦C for 24 h without
stirring. The white precipitate was collected by filtration, dried
in air, and then calcined at 550 ◦C for 6 h.

A controlled hydration and condensation reaction was
used to introduce functional groups into UMS [16]. The
amount of trimethoxy silanes needed was calculated based
on the fraction of the surface area to be occupied by silane
molecules; for example, 2% (or 20%) coverage of HOOC-FMS
or NH2-FMS means 2% (or 20%) of the total available surface
area of the mesoporous silica would be silanized with the
trimethoxy silane with the functional group HOOC– or NH2–.
For UMS (300 Å pore size), the coverage of 2% corresponds
to ∼0.09 mmol silane/g assuming 5 × 1018 molecules m−2 in
a fully dense monolayer coverage, as indicated by previous
solid-state NMR studies [16]. In a typical procedure of 2%
HOOC-FMS synthesis (300 Å pores), 1.0 g of mesoporous
silica was first suspended in toluene (60 ml) and pretreated

with water (0.32 ml) in a three-necked, 250 ml round-bottomed
flask, which was fitted with a stopper and reflux condenser.
This suspension was stirred vigorously for 2 h to distribute
the water throughout the mesoporous matrix, during which
time it became a thick, homogeneous slurry. At this point,
15.5 mg of tris-(methoxy)cyanoethylsilane (TMCES, MW =
175.26) was added, and the mixture was refluxed for 6 h.
The mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature and
the product was collected by vacuum filtration. The treated
mesoporous silica was washed with ethyl alcohol repeatedly
and dried under vacuum. To hydrolyze cyano groups (CN–
would be hydrolyzed into HOOC– as the functional group),
10 ml of 50% of H2SO4 solution was added to the mixture,
which was then refluxed for 3 h. The product was filtered
off and washed with water extensively. Other samples were
synthesized by the same procedure except different amounts
of organosilanes were added based on their surface areas,
and no hydrolysis step was needed when functionalizing
with tris-(methoxy)aminopropylsilane (TMAPS, NH2– as the
functional group). Figure 1 shows the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of UMS and 2% HOOC-FMS.
As expected, there is no significant difference between the
two TEM images, so overall mesoporous pore structures
were maintained after functionalization. Unlike 30 and
100 Å mesoporous silica, the 300 Å mesoporous silica has
a large degree of disordering [17], but the pore sizes are
more or less uniform [18]. Typical Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of UMS and
20% HOOC-FMS are included in the supporting information
(available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/19/125102). Because the
molecular chains in the large pore channels have multilayer
structures [18], the pore sizes of 20% HOOC-FMS were
reduced to 170 Å due to the functionalization.

An aliquot of 2.0–8.0 mg of FMS or other silica support
was added in a 1.8 ml tube for incubation at 25 ◦C with 200–
1200 µl of the enzyme stock. The incubation tubes were
shaken at 1400 min−1 on an Eppendorf Thermomixer 5436
for 2–3 h. The enzyme stock in the absence of FMS was also
shaken under the same conditions for comparison. In this work,
the working buffers were pH 7.5, 20 mM HEPES for OPH and
pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium phosphate (in the presence or absence
of 0.15 M NaCl) for GOX.
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Based on the preliminary experiments, 0.1–0.2 mg protein
was used for incubation per mg of silica support so that the
enzyme was in excess. Then the enzyme–FMS composite
was repeatedly separated by centrifugation and washed in
the working buffer at room temperature (21 ± 1 ◦C) until
both the protein and enzyme activity were undetectable in the
supernatant. Finally, the washed deposit was resuspended in
100–300 µl of the working buffer per mg of original FMS for
further protein and activity measurement.

For the studies on the correlation of the enzyme specific
activity with the protein loading density in FMS, limiting
amounts of enzyme were incubated in aliquots of FMS
to produce lower protein loading densities. For these
observations, the total protein amount was known for each
incubation, and the total enzyme activity was measured
comprising the enzyme–FMS composite and any unbound
enzyme in the incubation solution. The enzyme activity and
the protein amount remaining in the incubation solution were
measured separately. After subtracting the enzyme activity
and the protein amount remaining in the incubation solution
from the total enzyme activity and the total protein amount, the
enzyme activity and the protein amount immobilized in FMS
were obtained.

2.2. Measurement and characterization

The mass amount of proteins was measured using a Pierce
BCA assay kit (Pierce, Product 23227). To avoid any scattering
during spectrophotometric measurement of protein amounts,
the silica particles were removed by centrifugation after the
enzyme–FMS composite was incubated with the working
reagent.

OPH was cloned, expressed, purified, dialyzed, and stored
at −80 ◦C [7]. It was thawed at 4 ◦C and diluted in pH 7.0–7.5,
0.1 M HEPES before use. OPH activity was measured in 1 mM
of paraoxon in pH 9.0, 0.15 M CHES buffer at 25 ◦C, in which
one OPH unit is the active amount allowing 1.0 µmol paraoxon
to be hydrolyzed per minute. OPH stock solution and OPH-
FMS suspension were diluted 10–50 times by pH 7.5, 20 mM
HEPES for activity measurements. Multiple batches of OPH
stock solutions, which had different initial specific activities in
the range of 700–5000 units mg−1, were used for this work.
GOX activity was measured using the standard protocol from
Sigma (revised 08/30/1996). About 10 mg of GOX (Sigma
G-7016) was dissolved in 5 ml of pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium
phosphate in the presence (absence) of 0.15 M NaCl as the
GOX stock used for this work, which had an initial specific
activity of 280.0–310.0 units mg−1.

A Hewlett Packard 8452A diode array spectrophotometer
was used to record all UV–visible spectra for activity
measurement. High resolution TEM was carried out on a
Jeol JEM 2010 microscope. The operating voltage on the
microscope was 200 kV.

2.3. Electrostatic charge calculations

The net charges of surface regions for the crystallographic
structures of OPH (Protein Data Bank ID: 1HZY) and GOX
(Protein Data Bank ID: 1GAL) were calculated using an

online resource at EMBL (WWW Gateway to Isoelectric Point
Service: http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/cgi/pi-wrapper.pl).

Full distributions of the electrostatic charges of the two
proteins were calculated by solving the linearized Poisson–
Boltzmann equation with the Adaptive Poisson–Boltzmann
Solver package [19]. This model has been extensively applied
to biological molecules, and the details of its implementation
were described earlier [20–22]. The differential Poisson
equation describes the electrostatic charge !(r) in a medium
with a dielectric scalar field "(r) and with a charge density
#(r):

∇ · "(r)∇!(r) = −4$#(r). (1)

In a solvated molecular system, the charge density is
divided into the fixed interior charge distribution of the
molecule, #int(r), and a mobile exterior charge density of the
solvent and ions. The exterior is modeled as a dielectric
continuum with the mobile ion density approximated by
a Boltzmann distribution at temperature T . Therefore,
equation (1) takes the form of the nonlinear Poisson–
Boltzmann equation:

∇ · "(r)∇!(r) = −4$#int(r) + %(r)&2 sinh[!(r)/kT ], (2)

where "(r) is the dielectric constant of the solute or the solvent,
k is the Boltzmann constant, and % equals 1 for ion-accessible
regions and 0 elsewhere. &2 is the modified Debye–Hückel
parameter, defined as

&2 = 8$ NA I
1000kT

. (3)

The nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equation can then be
simplified into the linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation:

∇ · "(r)∇!(r) = −4$#int(r) + %(r)&2!(r). (4)

For the electrostatic calculations, hydrogens were added
to the crystallographic coordinates by using the PDB2PQR
software [23]. Partial charges and atomic radii were taken
from the AMBER force field. The solute and solvent were
assigned a dielectric constant of 2 and 78.5, respectively. The
ionic strength of monovalent ions was set to 0.150 M with an
ion exclusion radius of 2 Å and a temperature of 298 K. The
finite-difference Poisson–Boltzmann calculations employed a
129 × 129 × 129 Å3 grid with a 0.5 Å spacing between grid
points.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. OPH and GOX spontaneously entrapped in FMS via
electrostatic interactions

Hexagonally ordered mesoporous silica (SBA-15) with pore
sizes of 300 Å and the corresponding FMS were from the
same batch prepared in the previous work [7, 8]. FMS
was incubated in the enzyme stock solution (see section 2),
thereby avoiding harsh immobilization conditions that destroy
enzymatic activity. We define the protein amount (mg) of an
enzyme immobilized with 1 g of an FMS support as the protein
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Figure 2. Increase of GOX specific activity with decreasing PLD of
GOX in 20% NH2-FMS. (A) GOX-FMS in pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium
phosphate; the specific activity of GOX stock for incubation was
295.2 units mg−1; (B) GOX-FMS in pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium
phosphate containing 0.15 M NaCl; the specific activity of GOX
stock for incubation was 281.5 units mg−1.

loading density (PLD), and the corresponding activity (units)
as the activity loading density (ALD). The immobilization
efficiency (Ie) is defined as the ratio of the specific activity
of the immobilized enzyme (ALD/PLD) to the specific activity
of the free enzyme in stock solution. Based on the preliminary
experiments, 0.1–0.2 mg protein was used per mg of FMS so
that the enzyme was in excess for incubation. Alternatively,
lower amounts of enzyme were incubated with aliquots of FMS
so that different PLD could be obtained. Protein amount and
enzyme activity measurements are described in section 2.

When the pH is greater than the pI of GOX (4.0),
the negatively charged GOX were spontaneously entrapped
in NH2-FMS [8]. In pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, when GOX was in excess for incubation, PLD of GOX
entrapped in 300 Å 20% NH2-FMS was 79.8 mg g−1 of
FMS, with a specific activity of 102.9 units mg−1, resulting
in an Ie of 34.8% (the specific activity of the initial GOX
stock solution was 295.2 units mg−1). With the oppositely
charged 20% HOOC-FMS, PLD of GOX entrapped was only
7.4 mg g−1 of FMS. In pH 7.0, 20 mM sodium phosphate
buffer containing 0.15 M NaCl, PLD of GOX entrapped in 20%
NH2-FMS was reduced dramatically to 14.6 mg g−1 of FMS.
These results demonstrated that the electrostatic interaction
dominated between FMS and GOX.

In contrast to negatively charged GOX, when the pH was
below the pI of OPH (8.3), the positively charged OPH (with
a surplus of NH2–residues) interacted favorably with HOOC-
FMS [7]. In pH 7.5, 20 mM HEPES, PLD of OPH entrapped in
300 Å 2% and 20% HOOC-FMS was 46.7 and 32.2 mg g−1 of
FMS, with the specific activities of 4182 and 4108 units mg−1,
resulting in Ie of 216.9% and 213.1% respectively (the specific
activity of the initial OPH stock solution was 1928 units mg−1).
OPH was almost completely repelled by 20% NH2-FMS as
expected. The electrostatic interactions were further confirmed
by increasing the buffer concentration to 100 mM HEPES;
PLD of OPH entrapped in 2% HOOC-FMS was reduced to

Figure 3. Increase of OPH specific activity with increasing PLD of
OPH in 2% HOOC-FMS. (A) The specific activity of the OPH stock
solution prior to the entrapping was 2602.5 units mg−1; (B) the
specific activity of the OPH stock solution prior to the entrapping
was 4658.8 units mg−1.

30.8 mg g−1 of FMS. The binding affinities of OPH and
GOX in FMS were correlated with their respective pI values,
suggesting a prominent role of electrostatic interactions in the
spontaneous entrapping process. In comparison with FMS,
UMS and normal porous silica (whether functionalized or not)
exhibited substantially lower PLD and ALD than FMS [7, 8].

3.2. Effects of protein loading density of GOX in FMS on
enzyme specific activity

The above-mentioned results indicate that Ie for GOX in
20% NH2-FMS, and OPH in 2% or 20% HOOC-FMS were
significantly different—∼35% versus ∼200% respectively.
Interestingly, the specific activity of GOX in FMS could
increase with a lowered PLD when less GOX was incubated
with FMS. When FMS exceeded lower amounts of GOX, a
series of low PLD was obtained. The less GOX used for
incubation, the lower the PLD, and the higher the specific
activity. When PLD was 2.6 mg g−1 of FMS in pH 7.0, 20 mM
sodium phosphate (figure 2(A)), the GOX specific activity in
FMS could reach as high as 357.4 units mg−1, resulting in an
Ie of 121%. Because of the higher ionic strength, a lower range
of PLD of GOX in FMS was obtained in the same buffer in
the presence of 0.15 M NaCl (figure 2(B)). When PLD was
1.2 mg g−1 of FMS (figure 2(B)), the GOX specific activity
in FMS could reach as high as 431.2 units mg−1, resulting
in an Ie of 153%. This was a remarkable change compared
with the much lower Ie (<35%) when FMS was incubated
in excess of GOX. Figure 2 shows that, when PLD of GOX
was below 4.0 mg g−1 of FMS, Ie was !100%. These results
demonstrated that the specific activity of GOX could be much
improved by limiting the amount of enzyme in FMS, indicating
that FMS as a confined space could enhance GOX activity
only when PLD was essentially low. The inset of figure 2
shows the increasing ALD with the increasing PLD, although
with decreasing specific activity. When FMS was incubated
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Figure 4. (i) Crystal structure of the GOX monomer in a suppositional inclined cuboid (ABCD–A′B′C′D′), where the region containing both
the entrance for substrate access (the area outlined by red dashed line) and the monomer–interface surface faces outside the plane of the paper
(side ABCD). Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) in the active site is displayed in blue van der Waals radii. The majority of the protein is
displayed by cyan ‘ribbons’ [29]. (ii) GOX dimers in FMS. The two monomers of the dimer are interfaced with 120 contact points around 11
residues (in red sticks) that form either salt linkages or hydrogen bonds between the surface region of one monomer facing side ABCD and the
same region of the other monomer [29]. Access to FAD is provided by a large deep pocket which is shaped like a funnel (white arrow) [29].
The local region containing the surface facing side AA′DD′ of the left monomer of the GOX dimer is depicted as attaching to the FMS wall
(dark background), leaving the same region of the right monomer exposed. Other related regions of two monomers are marked with net
charge numbers. Potential aggregation of the GOX dimers at higher PLD is depicted by yellow dotted arrows. (iii) Colored electrostatic charge
distribution on the molecular surface of GOX corresponding to that displayed in (ii). The blue color represents strong positive charge whereas
the red color represents strong negative charge [19–23]. The scale of the surface charge is given in kBT and in the range between −5 and
5 kBT .

with excess GOX, some GOX molecules might aggregate in
the FMS. The aggregated molecules would likely be denatured
and could also exert unfavorable mass transport effects by
restricting substrate access to the active site that could lower
the enzyme specific activity. While multiple explanations
for the decreasing specific activity such as aggregation,
denaturation, or the substrate-channeling effects of the counter
ions on protein surfaces are possible, our previous results
demonstrated that FMS actually prevents denaturing and even
promotes renaturing of the entrapped proteins [8, 24]. An

analysis of regional net charges for GOX suggests that the
specific activity of GOX in FMS is related to its orientation
in FMS based on electrostatic interactions as described below.

3.3. Effects of protein loading density of OPH in FMS on
enzyme specific activity

We observed that Ie of OPH in FMS could reach >200%,
indicating that some misfolded/unfolded enzyme in solution
might be refolded and accordingly renatured in HOOC-FMS.
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Figure 5. (i) The crystal structure of the OPH dimer in a suppositional cuboid (EFGH–E′F′G′H′), where the region containing the entrance
for substrate access (outlined by the red dashed line) and the interfacing sites of the two monomers faces outside the plane of the paper (side
EFGH). Metal ions (Zn2+, or Co2+) in the active site are displayed in blue-colored van der Waals radii. The majority of the two identical
monomers are displayed by cyan and magenta ‘ribbons’ respectively. (ii) The symmetrical structure with two small positively charged regions
and two negatively charged regions allows the largest positively charged region (+8.0), the opposite region to the substrate access entrance, to
attach to the FMS wall (dark background), leaving the entrance completely open; (iii) the back view (facing side E′F′G′H′) and (iv) the front
view (facing side EFGH) of colored electrostatic charge distribution on the molecular surface of OPH corresponding to that displayed in (ii),
where the blue color represents strong positive charge and the red color represents strong negative charge [19–23]. The scale of the surface
charge is given in kB T and is in the range between −5 and 5 kBT .

When we added different amounts of OPH from the same
batch of OPH solution for incubation in several aliquots
of FMS, a series of PLD was obtained. We found that
OPH in HOOC-FMS showed increased specific activity with
increasing PLD. For one OPH stock solution with an initial
specific activity of 2602.5 units mg−1 prior to entrapping,
when PLD of OPH in FMS increased from 7.2 to 78.4 mg g−1

of FMS, Ie could increase from 106% to 179% (figure 3(A)).
For another OPH stock solution with an initial specific activity
of 4658.8 units mg−1, when PLD increased from 5.2 to
48.2 mg g−1 of FMS, Ie could increase from 114% to 194%
(figure 3(B)). The inset of figure 3 shows the increasing ALD

with the increasing PLD as expected. The results demonstrated
that the aggregation did not occur with OPH as it may
have done with GOX; instead OPH entrapped in FMS at a
higher PLD might offer a more favored ‘molecular crowding’
environment [25–28], where neighboring OPH molecules
could enhance their activities. The Ie varied from sample to
sample, indicating that the specific activity of OPH entrapped
in FMS is related to the initial specific activity and the initial
ratio of the inactive to active protein of the free enzyme prior
to entrapping.

3.4. Regional net charges of GOX and its orientation in FMS

Why did a higher PLD of GOX in FMS yield a lower specific
activity, while a higher PLD of OPH result in a higher specific
activity? To address this question, although GOX is net
negatively charged at pH 7.0 and OPH is net positively charged
at pH 7.5, we performed a preliminary analysis of the regional
net charges for GOX and OPH to determine their orientations
in FMS based on electrostatic interactions.

GOX (Protein Data Bank ID: 1GAL) consists of two
identical monomers [29]. The local regions containing the
entrance for substrate access of each monomer of the dimeric
GOX molecule are asymmetrically interfaced; thereby, access
to the enzyme active site is provided by a large deep pocket
which is shaped like a funnel (figure 4) [29]. To calculate
the regional net charges of the GOX dimer, the crystal
structure of the GOX monomer was assumed in an inclined
cuboid ABCD–A′B′C′D′ considering the monomer’s inclined
shape (figure 4(i)) and the dimer’s special structure where the
local region facing side ABCD contains both the entrance
for substrate access and the monomer interfacing surface
(figure 4(ii)). The charged amino acid residues and the
calculated net charges of surface regions of the GOX monomer
are summarized in table 1. Figure 4(iii) shows a colored
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Table 1. The net charges of surface regions of the GOX monomer at pH 7.0. (Calculated using an online resource at EMBL WWW Gateway
to Isoelectric Point Service: http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/cgi/pi-wrapper.pl.)

Surface region facing sides Charged amino acid residues Regional net charges

AA′DD′ ASP497, ASP499, ASP360, GLU505,
GLU367, GLU458, GLU379, GLU378,
GLU363, LYS364, LYS372, ARG383

−6.0

A′B′C′D′ ASP134, ASP120, ASP573, ASP578,
ASP401, ASP208, ASP203, GLU123,
GLU129, GLU577, LYS570, LYS201,
LYS202, LYS116, ARG147, ARG37,
ARG145, ARG400, HIS115, HIS210,
HIS158, HIS406, HIS165

−1.5

BB′CC′ ASP181, ASP180, ASP177, ASP57,
ASP222, GLU221, GLU231, GLU40,
GLU5, LYS152, HIS220, HIS172,
ARG147, ARG145, ARG230, ARG239

−2.8

AA′BB′ LYS152, LYS201, LYS187, ARG337,
ARG472, ASP181, ASP195, GLU194,
GLU487

+1.0

CC′DD′ LYS306, LYS441, LYS252, LYS273,
LYS13, LYS282, ARG263, HIS277,
ASP315, GLU310, GLU268

+4.0

Table 2. The net charges of surface regions of OPH at pH 7.5. (Calculated using an online resource at EMBL WWW Gateway to Isoelectric
Point Service: http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/cgi/pi-wrapper.pl.)

Surface region facing sidesa Charged amino acid residues Regional net charges

EE′HH′ ASP35, ASP315, ASP318, ASP323,
ASP264, GLU217, GLU219, GLU144,
GLU145, GLU71, GLU81, GLU263,
LYS77, ARG363, ARG36, ARG225,
ARG246, ARG164, ARG85, ARG89,
ARG319, ARG331

−2.0

E′F′G′H′ ASP160A, ASP121A, ASP109A,
ASP35A, GLU159A, GLU48A,
GLU81A, LYS77A, ARG152A,
ARG67A, ARG164A, ARG76A,
ARG36A, ARG96A, ARG91A,
ARG88A, ARG89A, ARG85A
ASP160B, ASP121B, ASP109B,
ASP35B, GLU159B, GLU48B, GLU81B,
LYS77B, ARG152B, ARG67B,
ARG164B, ARG76B, ARG36B,
ARG96B, ARG91B, ARG88B, ARG89B,
ARG85B

+8.0

FF′GG′ ASP35, ASP315, ASP318, ASP323,
ASP264, GLU217, GLU219, GLU144,
GLU145, GLU71, GLU81, GLU263,
LYS77, ARG363, ARG36, ARG225,
ARG246, ARG164, ARG85, ARG89,
ARG319, ARG331

−2.0

EE′FF′ LYS294A, LYS285A, LYS339A,
ARG337A, ASP289A, GLU344A,
GLU338A

+1.0

GG′HH′ LYS294B, LYS285B, LYS339B,
ARG337B, ASP289B, GLU344B,
GLU338B

+1.0

a Because of the symmetrical interfacing of two identical monomers, the regions facing EE′HH′ and
FF′GG′ have the same sequence of charged surface amino residues; so do the regions facing EE′FF′ and
GG′HH′.
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electrostatic charge distribution on the molecular surface of
GOX corresponding to that displayed in figure 4(ii). Because
electrostatic interactions exert a prominent role between GOX
and NH2-FMS, the local region of GOX containing the
surface facing side AA′DD′ with the largest number of
negative charges (−6.0) (table 1) should favor attachment to
the positively charged wall of NH2-FMS (dark background,
figure 4(ii)), leaving the funnel for substrate access of the dimer
opening horizontally along the FMS wall. This orientation of
the GOX dimers in FMS would result in the substrate access
funnel of one dimer being readily susceptible to being blocked
by another dimer, or one dimer presenting as a steric barrier for
the substrate access entrance of another dimer at higher PLD

(figure 4(ii)), thereby forming aggregated dimers that would
significantly lower the enzymatic activity. Accordingly, at
higher PLD of GOX in FMS, the more GOX molecules might
aggregate, and thereby yield lower specific activity. This is in
agreement with the previous report that the monomers of GOX
are linked by non-covalent bonds, and that the dimer and trimer
possess enzymatic activity, but the tetramer does not [30].

3.5. Regional net charges of OPH and its orientation in FMS

OPH (Protein Data Bank ID: 1HZY) also consists of two
identical monomers [31]. Unlike GOX, the two monomers of
OPH are symmetrically linked to form an open entrance for
substrate access [31]. The regional net charges were calculated
assuming the crystal structure of the OPH dimer in a cuboid
EFGH–E′F′G′H′ (figure 5(i)). The charged amino acid residues
and the calculated net charges of surface regions of OPH
are summarized in table 2. Figures 5(iii) and (iv) show the
back view (facing side E′F′G′H′) and the front view (facing
side EFGH) of colored electrostatic charge distribution on the
molecular surface of OPH corresponding to that displayed
in figure 5(ii), respectively. Interestingly, the local region
of OPH containing the surface facing side E′F′G′H′ with the
largest number of positive charges (+8.0) (table 2) is in the
opposite side to the substrate entrance (facing side EFGH).
Unlike GOX, when this positively charged region of OPH
attaches to the negatively charged wall of HOOC-FMS (dark
background, figure 5(ii)), the substrate access entrance of
OPH opens perpendicularly against the FMS wall, leaving a
completely open entrance for substrate. Therefore, there was
no unfavorable aggregation of OPH in FMS as occurred with
GOX. Instead, a higher PLD of OPH in FMS presented a more
favorable molecularly crowded confinement space that could
enhance the enzymatic activity [25–28].

In conclusion, based on the results from GOX and
OPH entrapment in NH2-FMS and HOOC-FMS respectively,
the enzyme specific activity in FMS and the resulting
immobilization efficiency significantly rely on the protein
loading density. How the protein loading density affects the
enzyme specific activity can be correlated with the orientations
of proteins in FMS. Optimizing structural characteristics of
FMS and proteins will improve the specific activities of the
enzymes immobilized in FMS.
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